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Foreword

Dear Reader,

20 years ago, I was working in Brussels with then-EU High Representative Javier Solana. Under his leadership, we drafted the Union’s first-ever security strategy entitled “A Secure Europe in a Better World.” Today, the situation is entirely different. Faced with Russia’s brutal war against Ukraine, Europe is no longer secure. We no longer have the luxury to prepare for a better world. We must prepare for an era of fierce geopolitical competition where the rules-based international order is under constant attack by autocratic revisionists, as the 2023 Munich Security Report details.

When introducing our last European Defense Report in 2017, my esteemed colleague and predecessor Wolfgang Ischinger wrote that “now is the moment to develop Europe as a much more credible security actor.” The report called for higher, smarter, and more joint European spending on defense. What was true then, is even more pertinent now.

Putin’s war against Ukraine shows just how dependent we Europeans still are on our American friends. Without their substantial military assistance to Ukraine, Russian troops would already stand at the Polish border. Without the US security guarantee, Putin would probably not stop there.

We cannot simply keep relying on the US when it comes to security on our own continent. Sooner or later, the US will shift its attention to the Indo-Pacific. They will rightly expect us to provide Ukraine with the support it needs and to take care of our own self-defense. These are two sides of the same coin. Ukraine is defending our freedom and we must do everything in our power to make sure that freedom is better equipped than tyranny.
Foremost, we need to do our homework and invest more in our security. After Russia’s first invasion of Ukraine, all NATO Allies agreed to spend two percent of their GDPs on defense by 2024. It is unacceptable that in 2022, only five EU member states met this goal. It is good news that 20 of them have announced spending increases since February 2022. However, the proof of the pudding will be in the eating. Some European countries, including my own, are already falling behind their promises. Increased spending will be key for a stronger European pillar in NATO.

This pillar needs to rest on a robust and cohesive defense industrial base. Our 2017 European Defense Report already deplored the high degree of fragmentation in Europe and the vast opportunity costs this entails. Uncoordinated national spending increases now even risk exacerbating Europe’s defense industrial fragmentation. The sense of urgency and rise in demand triggered by the Russian war against Ukraine has led many Europeans to buy equipment off-the-shelf and abroad. While this is understandable, it will also lead to inefficiencies and create new dependencies in the medium- to long-term. We need to strike a better balance between the need for speed and a sustainable European defense industrial and technological base.

This dilemma comes on top of well-known obstacles to European defense cooperation. They include a lack of political leadership, parochial industrial interests, a lack of standardization, and a patchwork of national arms control regulations. At the European Defense Roundtable we hosted at this year’s Munich Security Conference, the message was clear: we all know these obstacles by heart. We have to use this transformative moment to finally move past them.
We have missed too many wake-up calls in the past. These include the supposed “hour of Europe” in the Balkan wars in the 1990s, the 2014 Russian invasion of Ukraine, and the disastrous withdrawal from Afghanistan in 2021 when we Europeans had to rely on our American friends to evacuate our own citizens.

This time has to be different because the threat to the security of Europe has never been greater since the end of the Cold War. If a brutal war of territorial conquest launched by a member of the UN Security Council on European soil will not transform European defense, what will? And yet, we are still sitting on the fence. While we have accepted that the status quo ante is no longer tenable, we have not acted decisively enough to truly transform European defense to allow us to provide Ukraine with what it needs for the long term and defend ourselves in a potential future war.

This report represents a contribution to achieving this aim. It highlights positive developments in European defense seen in the wake of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, including the announced spending increases and innovative initiatives to procure and ramp up production together. Europeans now have to up and meet their spending promises, learn the lessons from the Ukrainian battlefields, push for EU-NATO cooperation from the bottom up, scale up EU initiatives, and embark on an ambitious path toward a single market for defense.

I very much hope that you find this report a useful read!

Ambassador Dr. Christoph Heusgen
Chairman of the Munich Security Conference
Executive Summary

European defense has come a long way since February 2022 – but nowhere near far enough given the Zeitenwende that Russia’s war against Ukraine represents. Europeans have announced significant if still insufficient new defense spending, converged in their threat perceptions of Russia, and launched unprecedented EU initiatives to spur joint procurement and support Ukraine. However, there are already ominous signs that some states will not keep their spending pledges. Moreover, the EU initiatives currently lack the necessary financial clout and political support to make a real difference, while the need for speed in procuring equipment risks further fragmenting Europe’s defense industrial base. European defense is currently stuck between the status quo ante and the required transformation. Europeans need to come off this fence and commit to transforming how they cooperate. Otherwise, they will jeopardize the ability to defend themselves, become unable to support Ukraine over the long term, and risk marginalization in NATO.

Russia’s war against Ukraine exposed the dire state of European defense once and for all (Chapter 2). European capability gaps are vast; defense industries have been scaled down; and Europeans hardly cooperate. But the war could unleash new dynamics. Carried by public support for greater defense spending and cooperation, European policymakers have committed themselves to transforming European defense. The EU is trying to seize the moment by launching several initiatives that, if properly supported and funded, could help overcome the pathological fragmentation of Europe’s defense industrial base and establish the Union as a strategic enabler for NATO. But more needs to be done.

Transforming European defense in times of war and overcoming fragmentation first require agreeing on the needed capabilities (Chapter 3). Europe’s capability gaps cannot all be closed. Europeans therefore need to prioritize and plan better together, both within and between the EU and NATO. Indeed, Putin’s war against Ukraine has led to a convergence of threat
perceptions vis-à-vis Russia. The long-standing dilemma between territorial defense and crisis management has become less salient as priorities have shifted toward the former. At the same time, Ukraine’s battlefields offer somewhat contradictory lessons on the future of war, giving rise to a new dilemma. Faced with a war of attrition, heavy weapons remain relevant as the backbone of territorial defense. At the same time, defense innovation has been key. Drones and loitering munitions have proven their effectiveness and data-connectivity has been an important enabler of effective warfare. To close both legacy and emerging capability gaps while avoiding new dependencies, Europeans will have to stay on top of the developments in warfare, invest more in defense innovation, and secure supply chains of strategic raw materials and semiconductors.

Setting joint priorities should lay the foundation for deeper cooperation in development and procurement (Chapter 4). In the past, Europeans have mostly developed and procured on a national basis or bought equipment off-the-shelf abroad. This has led to costly duplications of military capabilities, weakened Europe’s defense technological and industrial base, and undermined the interoperability between national forces. In their scramble to rearm as quickly as possible since February 2022, Europeans have doubled down on national approaches. The EU has tabled several initiatives to incentivize joint development and procurement, including the European defence industry reinforcement through common procurement act (EDIRPA) and the Ammunition Initiative. While crossing erstwhile red lines, their impact is likely to be limited as the initiatives currently lack both funding and political support among the member states. NATO, the Organisation for Joint Armament Co-operation (OCCAR), or ad-hoc cooperation may offer alternative pathways but there are still too few precedents of successful multinational arms projects. Fragmentation can only be overcome if European states resist their unilateral instincts and if EU, NATO, and intergovernmental initiatives dovetail.

Five recommendations emerge from this report to help policymakers transform European defense (Chapter 5). First, they need to up their defense spending pledges and keep them. Second, they need to synergize NATO and EU planning and promote specialization. Third, policymakers should use the Ammunition Initiative as a model for other urgently needed equipment. Fourth, EU member states need to significantly increase common funds for joint procurement and ramping up of production capacities. And fifth, they need to move toward creating a single market for defense.
Introduction

1

This Time It’s Different?

Will Russia’s war against Ukraine cause a transformation of European defense cooperation? Could this time be different after previous shocks failed to engender significant change?
This Time It’s Different?

European states want to spend more on defense – at last. Russia’s war on Ukraine has exposed the dire state of most European armies, continental defense cooperation, and defense industrial capacity. Once national decisionmakers mustered the will to provide Ukraine with military equipment to defend itself against Russia’s aggression, many found tanks in disrepair, arsenals depleted, and armaments factories scaled back. Without substantial US aid, Kyiv would have likely fallen to Russian troops. While European states have markedly increased their provisions of equipment to Ukraine, much greater harm could have been averted with earlier action. And despite no improvement of the European, and indeed global, security environment in sight, Europeans are still stuck on the fence between the status quo ante and the required transformation of their defense cooperation. They need to come off this fence, resist national reflexes, and commit to a genuinely collective European approach to ensuring the security of the continent. The demand for joint action has hardly been higher.

European Defense Fragmentation: Symptoms and Sources

Since the end of the Cold War, Europeans have happily reaped peace dividends and significantly reduced their defense budgets. In many countries, national defense also suffered political neglect as a new era of peace and interdependence seemed imminent. Shocks such as Russia’s annexation of Crimea and invasion of Eastern Ukraine from 2014 onward, former President Trump’s threats of withdrawing US security guarantees, or Europe’s impotence during the withdrawal from Afghanistan failed to alter how Europe organized its defense. However, Europe’s defense malaise does not end with underspending. Above all, Europeans hardly cooperate on defense. The EU still essentially has 27 armies, 27 defense ministries, and 27 defense markets. This has caused costly duplications of military capabilities, weakened Europe’s defense technological and industrial base (EDTIB), and undermined the interoperability between national forces. In addition, the acrimonious Brexit negotiations led to the UK, one of Europe’s prime military powers, having no formal defense and security policy relationship with the EU.

The sources of Europe’s defense fragmentation lie deep. The threat perceptions among Europeans have traditionally differed. While Central and Eastern
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“Strong economic and military support from the EU are crucial to Ukraine’s chances of winning the war.”

Pål Jonson, Swedish Minister for Defense, Informal Meeting of EU Defense Ministers, March 7, 2023
European states had warned about Russian imperialist ambitions long before the war, many Western and Southern Europeans downplayed these concerns and focused on the MENA region and terrorism. As a result, Europeans have struggled to both identify common priorities and build mutual trust, which are necessary for deeper defense cooperation. Differing strategic cultures – that is, views on the very purpose of armed forces, defense planning processes, or arms export regimes – have also exacerbated diverging threat perceptions across the continent, rendering joint planning and action even more difficult. Protectionist reflexes have furthermore undermined defense industrial cooperation, enabled by an EU treaty provision that allows national defense industries to be shielded from European competition. The US security umbrella has also given Europe a cushioning sense of stability. When Europeans have cooperated on developing equipment, projects have often been delayed, more expensive than planned, and divisive among partners.

**The War as a Critical Juncture: New Path or End of the Road?**

Russia’s war on Ukraine is a critical juncture for Europe. Decisions taken now will shape the course of European defense because spending decisions have lock-in effects that will bind European states to a certain path in the long term. With every decision taken on a national basis, collaboration becomes more, and eventually prohibitively, difficult.

By unleashing new political dynamics, the war could allow Europeans to overcome national reflexes and embark on a new path. They have not only converged in their perception of Russia as the primary threat to their security. European policymakers have also professed the political will to “invest more and better.” Indeed, European publics, for the time being, support both objectives (Figure 1.1). Contrary to the credo that defense policy is too sensitive to pool, most EU citizens surveyed have expressed their support for deeper EU integration on defense, mirroring previous Eurobarometer surveys showing persistently high approval of European defense cooperation. The favorable attitudes toward increased spending are more striking and are likely caused by heightened threat perceptions. The prospect of Germany becoming a serious defense player, as proclaimed by Chancellor Scholz in his Zeitenwende speech, could also galvanize cooperation.
Figure 1.1
EU citizens’ views on defense policy, January–February 2023, percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More money should be spent on defense in the EU</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation in defense matters at EU level should be increased</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member states’ purchase of military equipment should be better coordinated</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The EU needs to reinforce its capacity to produce military equipment</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data: Eurobarometer. Illustration: Munich Security Conference

However, early evidence casts doubt on whether Europeans will turn the right way. There are already signs that some Europeans will not live up to their spending pledges announced with great fanfare. Germany’s failure to both meet NATO’s two percent goal in 2023 and credibly demonstrate that it will do so permanently thereafter are cases in point. The promise to spend better together and reduce European fragmentation is in doubt as well. Europe’s lack of preparedness means that the pressing military priorities are to replenish stocks, increase the readiness, and acquire new equipment as soon as possible. Inevitably, these short-term priorities are clashing with deeper European cooperation that would largely have medium to long-term benefits. Moreover, initial German and French reluctance to provide arms to Ukraine and impose severe sanctions on Russia has led to an erosion of trust among Central and Eastern European countries, which have consequently doubled down on their national defense approaches. The promises of rapid spending increases have also slowed incentives for industrial consolidation as arms companies around the Continent can expect full order books.

Transforming European Defense: EU as the Strategic Enabler for NATO

European policymakers therefore need to change course now to transform European defense. The prerequisite is that they increase and meet their spending pledges to be able to close some of the pressing capability gaps and meet NATO’s two percent goal (Chapter 2). Europeans then need to jointly identify and prioritize their capability needs, including by learning the
lessons from Ukraine (Chapter 3). The Russian war against Ukraine has cemented NATO’s role as Europe’s primary standard-, demand-, and strategy-setter. It should therefore take the lead in identifying procurement priorities to close capability gaps – both old ones and new ones.

The EU, in turn, is the only organization that has meaningful funds available to incentivize cooperation on these joint priorities (Chapter 4). In addition, intergovernmental avant-garde groups can pave the way for joint procurement. The EU should also use its regulatory powers to work toward creating a single market for defense to overcome Europe’s defense industrial fragmentation. A transformation of European defense thus means that Europeans spend significantly more (together), plan more together, and procure more together. If EU, NATO, and intergovernmental initiatives dovetail, the EU can become the strategic enabler for NATO (Chapter 5).

Amid high-intensity warfare on the European continent and worsening global security environment, European defense needs a transformation. This time has to be different.
Money Can’t Buy You Force

What impact will the announced increases in defense spending have on European defense, and are EU member states living up to their promises? What capability gaps do EU member states need to close if they are to be equipped for a new, deteriorating security environment? How has the war against Ukraine impacted the fragmented EU defense landscape?
Money Can(’t) Buy You Force

The announced increases in EU member states’ defense budgets, if realized, would put an end to decades of underinvestment. Continuous budget cuts, starting with the cashing in of the peace dividend after the Cold War and exacerbated by austerity policies and uncoordinated cuts in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, have resulted in a major and lasting depreciation of EU member states’ armed forces. This has led to a relative loss of the EU’s combined military strength. While the US, Russia, and China increased their defense budgets by 65.7 percent, 292 percent, and 592 percent respectively between 1999 and 2021, combined EU defense spending only increased by 19.7 percent.

The trend of decreasing military budgets was reversed after Russia’s 2014 annexation of Crimea, which led several EU member states to increase their defense spending for the first time in years. Since 2015, EU member states’ collective defense expenditure has steadily increased, with 2021 marking the seventh consecutive year of real growth. Nevertheless, European defense has remained underfunded, perpetuating Europe’s dependence on the US. According to the NATO Secretary General’s Annual Report 2022, only five countries that are members of both the EU and NATO met the goal of spending two percent of GDP on defense in 2022: Greece, Lithuania, Poland, Estonia, and Latvia.

Defense Spending Increases: From Promise to Practice
20 EU member states have promised increases in defense spending since Russia’s invaded Ukraine in February 2022, which on paper are far more significant than those implemented after 2014 (Figure 2.2). In his famous Zeitenwende speech, delivered three days after the start of Russia’s war on Ukraine, German Chancellor Olaf Scholz announced the establishment of a 100 billion euro special fund (Sondervermögen) and pledged that Germany would spend two percent of its GDP on defense “from now on.” In January 2023, French President Emmanuel Macron declared his country would reach NATO’s two percent goal by 2025 and that its military spending would increase by a third by 2030. Some days later, Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki made the commitment that his country would spend 4 percent of its GDP on defense in 2023. In terms of the share of GDP spent on defense, Warsaw would then even be ahead of Washington. Unsurprisingly, Russia’s war has also led the Baltic states to significantly increase their defense
spending. Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania have all pledged to increase their defense spending to 2.5 percent of their respective GDPs. If EU member states met these spending pledges, their combined annual defense expenditure would increase by 61 percent by 2028, or 400 billion euros in real terms (Figure 2.1). EU member states would then on average spend 1.8 percent of GDP on defense by 2028.

**Figure 2.1**
Potential increase in annual defense spending of EU member states, 2022–2028, billion EUR

- Baseline scenario (prior to invasion of Ukraine)
- Current post-invasion outlook (including announcements made since February 2022)

If translated into increased military capabilities, these investments will also contribute to more equal burden-sharing between the US and European NATO allies. A comparison between EU and US forecasts shows that the transatlantic spending gap could shrink from 2.4 percentage points in 2020 to 1.3 percentage points by 2028 (Figure 2.3). This may partly defuse bipartisan criticism in the US that Europe does not pull its weight in providing for its own security. Greater burden-sharing would also better prepare Europe for a scenario in which the US limits its engagement in Europe’s security. In light of the intensifying rivalry between the US and China, as well as the possibility of yet another US president coming into office who openly questions the relevance of the transatlantic alliance, this is a plausible scenario. However, even these new spending commitments are
Figure 2.2
EU member states’ spending pledges in response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, percent

Above NATO’s two percent goal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EU member states</th>
<th>Spending pledges</th>
<th>Date of announcement</th>
<th>Military expenditure as percentage of GDP in 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1.5 percent of GDP by 2027</td>
<td>October 6, 2022</td>
<td>0.8 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1.54 percent of GDP by 2030 and 2 percent of GDP by 2035</td>
<td>February 25, 2022</td>
<td>1.2 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>2 percent of GDP by 2024</td>
<td>September 16, 2022</td>
<td>1.4 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2 percent of GDP by 2033</td>
<td>March 6, 2022</td>
<td>1.4 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>2.5 percent of GDP by 2022</td>
<td>March 25, 2022</td>
<td>2.1 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Increase spending by 2.2 billion euros over four years</td>
<td>April 5, 2022</td>
<td>1.7 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>2 percent of GDP by 2025; 413 billion euros for the period of 2024-2030</td>
<td>January 20, 2023</td>
<td>1.9 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Establishment of a 100 billion euro special fund and announcement of a budget increase to 2 percent of GDP “from now on”</td>
<td>February 27, 2022</td>
<td>1.4 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>2 percent of GDP by 2023</td>
<td>December 28, 2022</td>
<td>1.5 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2 percent of GDP by 2028</td>
<td>March 31, 2022</td>
<td>1.7 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>2.5 percent of GDP by 2025</td>
<td>March 30, 2022</td>
<td>2.1 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>2.5 percent of GDP by 2022</td>
<td>March 7, 2022</td>
<td>2.5 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1 percent of GDP by 2028</td>
<td>June 24, 2022</td>
<td>0.7 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>2 percent of GDP in 2024 and 2025</td>
<td>May 23, 2022</td>
<td>1.6 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>4 percent of GDP in 2023</td>
<td>January 30, 2023</td>
<td>2.4 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>2.5 percent of GDP by 2023</td>
<td>March 1, 2022</td>
<td>1.7 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>2 percent of GDP by 2022</td>
<td>July 12, 2022</td>
<td>1.8 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>2 percent of GDP by 2030</td>
<td>December 28, 2022</td>
<td>1.2 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>2 percent of GDP by 2029</td>
<td>June 30, 2022</td>
<td>1.5 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2 percent of GDP by 2026</td>
<td>November 1, 2022</td>
<td>1.3 percent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data: IISS; various sources. Illustration: Munich Security Conference
However, some states are already struggling to live up to their promises. According to Eva Högl, German Parliamentary Commissioner for the Armed Forces, as of February 2023, Germany had not yet spent “a single euro” from its 100 billion euro special fund. The country will only reach the two percent goal in 2024 – and only with the help of the special fund. Once the fund is exhausted, however, it is unclear whether Germany will be able to meet NATO’s two percent goal. In the same vein, Italy is expected to fall short of its announced objective of reaching the two percent in 2028. Furthermore, the extent to which EU member states have increased their defense spending varies significantly. While the announced increases in Eastern and Central Europe mean that they would soon exceed NATO’s two percent goal, others such as Spain are only planning to do so from 2029 onwards. Belgium does not intend to meet the target before 2035.
These variations indicate that, despite the overall convergence of threat perceptions on Russia – as seen inter alia in NATO’s new Strategic Concept and the EU’s Strategic Compass – the sense of urgency between North-Eastern and South-Western European countries still differs. France and Italy, for instance, still seem to prioritize the EU’s Southern Neighborhood. And although defense spending of countries in Central and Eastern Europe will remain lower in real monetary terms, their influence in the EU and NATO will likely increase as they have shown strong commitment in keeping their pledges. This may ultimately contribute to the power balance in both organizations shifting in favor of Central and Eastern Europe.

In addition, economic factors could reduce both the impact of these extra funds and the willingness of member states to live up to their promises. Inflation amounted to 6.9 percent in the eurozone in March 2023 and was highest in the Baltic countries, with rates ranging between 15.2 to 17.2 percent. If unchecked, it will eat up part of the announced defense investments. According to recent estimates, only 50 to 70 billion euros could be left of Germany’s special fund to spend on hardware after inflation and additional costs are priced in. Meanwhile, limited economic growth in the coming years, a consequence of both the pandemic and disruptions caused by Russia’s war on Ukraine, will increase domestic distributional conflicts. After a rebound of GDP growth in 2021 to 5.4 percent, the EU economy is expected to only grow at 0.8 percent and 1.6 percent in 2023 and 2024 respectively. Prioritizing defense investment over social spending will thus become more difficult for many policymakers.

**Capability Gaps: What Money Can(‘t) Buy**

Despite these challenges, it is imperative that EU member states meet and up their defense spending pledges to face the current deteriorating security environment. After largely neglecting their promises made at the 2014 Wales summit, European NATO allies cannot afford to kick the can down the road any further. Part of the additional funding will have to be used to make up for years of underspending and to close the capability gaps that have arisen in European militaries since the 1990s. These long-standing gaps include air-to-air refueling and long-distance air lift. European inventories have additionally suffered large reductions across several equipment categories of the EU member states’ air, maritime, and land forces. For example, the number of main battle tanks decreased by 80 percent between 1992 and 2021, while the number of 152mm/155mm artillery and multiple launch rocket systems fell by 64 percent and 48 percent respectively (Figure 2.4).
The military assistance provided to Ukraine since the onset of the war has exacerbated these pre-existing capability gaps and accelerated the reduction of inventory levels. EU member states have sent significant quantities of military hardware to Ukraine, including various types of main battle tanks, armored vehicles, fighter jets, artillery systems, and air-defense systems. Between November 2022 and February 2023 alone, Poland, Spain, and the Netherlands, for instance, delivered a total of 46 main battle tanks to Ukraine. In the same period, EU member states sent 39 152/155 howitzers and two multiple launch rocket systems to Ukraine. These donations further reduced the countries’ land equipment holdings throughout the EU. From November 2021 until February 2023, the stocks of 152mm/155mm artillery of the Netherlands, Poland, and Spain, for instance, reduced by 19.6, 12, and 10 percent respectively. In the same period, Poland’s inventory of main battle tanks saw a 20.6 percent decrease. EU member states thus have to replenish and expand depleted stocks urgently to ensure that this support can be sustained in the future.
Faced with widening, long-standing gaps and short-term needs, EU member states need to prioritize which capability gaps to fill. To do so, the EU heads of state or government tasked the European Commission and European Defence Agency (EDA) at the Versailles Summit in March 2022 to produce an analysis of defense investment gaps. The analysis, presented in May 2022, assessed the state of the EU’s armed forces and issued recommendations on how to fill the most pressing gaps. The short-term priorities include, for instance, replenishing stockpiles, replacing Soviet-made equipment with more modern European solutions, and strengthening EU states’ multilayer air and missile defense systems.\textsuperscript{31}

Russia’s war on Ukraine has not only widened Europe’s long-standing capability gaps but also created new ones. For instance, it has demonstrated the relevance of several types of drones, ranging from larger ones armed with guided missiles to small commercial ones used for Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) purposes. At present, they still play a comparatively small role in the EU member states’ armed forces.\textsuperscript{32} However, as the war in Ukraine shows, their role in the future of warfare will only increase (Chapter 3).

Finally, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has also underlined Europe’s continued dependence on the US. Past events, such as the chaotic evacuation of US and European citizens from Afghanistan in August 2021, reconfirmed Europe’s reliance on US high-end capabilities. These include air-to-air refueling and long-distance air lift as well as suppression of enemy air defenses and C4ISR (command, control, communications, computers, and ISR).\textsuperscript{33} Recent analyses of the capacity of EU member states in the face of an actual war have shown how ill-prepared Europe still is. Germany would, for instance, only have munitions for two days of fighting.\textsuperscript{34} Ramping up the production of ammunition, however, appears to be a difficult task at present, as NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg warned in February 2023: “The waiting time for large-scale ammunition has increased from 12 to 28 months. Orders placed today would only be delivered two-and-a-half years later.”\textsuperscript{35} Greater efforts to close long-standing and new gaps are therefore essential to ensure better transatlantic burden-sharing and mitigate the risks that come with Europe’s security reliance on the US.

**European Fragmentation: Debilitating Diversity**

The fragmented EDTIB is, however, a central impediment to closing long-standing and new capability gaps.\textsuperscript{36} Unlike in other areas of the
economy, there is no European single market for defense but rather 27 national markets with high entry barriers for outside competition. As a result, European defense companies tend to produce small volumes of the same type of arms, which is not only inefficient but also hampers interoperability.\textsuperscript{37}

This fragmentation has led EU member states to use a much greater variety of different types of weapon systems than the US. The MSC’s 2017 European Defense Report, a research project with McKinsey and the Hertie School’s Centre for International Security Policy, showed that, in 2016, European member states used 178 different major weapon systems, whereas the US military only used 30.\textsuperscript{38} For example, EU member states used a significantly wider range of different types of main battle tanks (17 versus 1), destroyers/frigates (29 versus 4), and fighter planes (20 versus 6) than the US. The situation has hardly improved since then. This fragmentation is worsened by the proliferation of national requirements and standards. These have often resulted in the production of multiple variants of certain military equipment. A case in point is the NH90 helicopter, which exists in over 20 different configurations.\textsuperscript{39} This customization creep also obstructs collaborative development and procurement efforts among EU member states, making them more complex and costly.

Data from the 2022 Defense Gaps Analysis by the European Commission and EDA shows that, between 2007 and 2016, EU member states spent more than 60 percent of their defense procurement budgets on such imports, causing further underinvestment in the EDTIB.\textsuperscript{40} Under pressure to replace weapon systems donated to Ukraine and to rearm as fast as possible, European member states have recently aggravated the fragmentation of the EDTIB by opting for available off-the-shelf procurement options rather than investing in European weapon systems that would decrease fragmentation but take longer to procure.\textsuperscript{41} Such off-the-shelf options often include hardware produced in non-EU countries.

A case in point is Germany: Since February 2022, it has ordered US-made F-35 fighter jets and Chinook heavy-lift helicopters and the Israeli-made Arrow-3 air-defense systems.\textsuperscript{42} The European Sky Shield Initiative, presented by Germany as a joint European project to develop a layered air-defense capability for Europe, envisions the procurement of German, US, and Israeli air-defense systems. Yet, it has been criticized by France for its reliance on non-European systems.\textsuperscript{43} Poland, in turn, has invested in a range of
non-European weapon systems, including K2 Black Panther main battle tanks, K239 Chunmoo multiple rocket launchers, and FA-50 fighter jets from South Korea. In addition, it has ordered M1 Abrams main battle tanks and HIMARS multiple rocket launchers from the US. Some of these systems were not used in Europe until Poland acquired them and thus add to the fragmentation of Europe’s defense landscape. This procurement decision was primarily motivated by the acute threat Russia poses to Poland, leading Warsaw to prefer the early availability of off-the-shelf systems over the interoperability advantages of European systems that would take longer to procure. In addition, the recent Polish-German disagreements about the donation of Poland’s German-made heavy weaponry to Ukraine may have also played into the country’s decision to look for arms suppliers elsewhere.

Since Ukraine has received military support from many European partners, and these partners use a wide variety of different systems, the EU has essentially exported its fragmentation. In this regard, the Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksii Reznikov described the combination of different weapon systems in Ukraine’s army as a “military zoo.” Ukraine has, for example, received five different types of main battle tanks from EU partners, including variations of the Leopard 2 and 1 as well as a variety of different Soviet-era tanks. This poses a great logistical challenge to Ukraine in terms of training and in navigating the complex logistics of maintaining and repairing a huge variety of weapon systems that all require their own types of spare parts while defending itself against Russia’s aggression.

Conclusion: Spending More and Spending Better
The increases in defense spending by numerous EU member states after decades of underinvestment is good news – if Europeans keep and further raise their pledges. With more financial resources, they have the chance to fill capability gaps and shortfalls in their military inventories and invest in the European defense technological and industrial base. The question now is how exactly these resources should be used. EU member states are facing various dilemmas, such as whether to focus on filling long-standing capability gaps or investing in new technologies that have proven effective in the war in Ukraine. Another dilemma facing EU member states is whether to invest in more European defense cooperation or prioritize a swift rebuilding of military capabilities by opting for the earliest-available off-the-shelf procurement option, even if this is not a European system. EU member states will now have to address the questions of what to prioritize in procurement, and how to procure better together.

“In order to invest this funding in a meaningful and sustainable manner, we need a high performing and competitive arms industry in Germany and Europe as a whole.”

Olaf Scholz, German Chancellor, Munich Security Conference, February 17, 2023
Key Points

1. In response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, 20 EU member states have pledged to significantly increase their defense spending. Countries now need to live up to their promises and further increase them to strengthen European armed forces and contribute more to transatlantic burden-sharing.

2. The new funding offers EU member states the opportunity to close pre-existing capability gaps, which have been widened by their military assistance to Ukraine. At the same time, Russia’s war on Ukraine has also created new capability gaps in Europe.

3. Europe’s habitually uncoordinated responses to the war risk worsening the perennial fragmentation of its defense industrial base. Moreover, EU member states are exporting their fragmentation to Ukraine.

4. EU member states are facing various dilemmas regarding how to prioritize the additional funds. These include whether they should focus on filling long-standing capability gaps or investing in new technologies and whether they should invest in more European defense cooperation or prioritize a swift rebuilding of military capabilities.
A WORLD OF INNOVATION
Prioritizing Together

How should Russia’s war against Ukraine affect European procurement priorities? What lessons should Europeans draw from the Ukrainian battlefield in terms of defense innovation? Which critical dependencies and vulnerabilities does Europe’s defense sector face and how can they be addressed?
Prioritizing Together

European states must take tough decisions on what to prioritize. This is no easy task, given an array of security threats and vast capability gaps caused by years of defense underinvestment. When setting priorities, European states have traditionally faced a dilemma between crisis management and territorial defense, and between Europe’s neighbors to the East and the South. The Russian war on Ukraine has at least temporarily rendered this dilemma less salient. Member states have converged in their threat perceptions of Russia and collectively tilted toward territorial defense and Europe’s Eastern neighborhood. Meanwhile, the war has brought another dilemma to the fore. It has shown that Europeans have to prepare for old warfare, dominated by mass and attrition, while simultaneously getting ready for new warfare characterized by an increased use of cheap, unmanned systems and a greater reliance on data-connectivity. This will require staying on top of developments in warfare, increased innovation spending, as well as concerted action to face a broadening range of dependencies.

A New Dilemma on the Rise: Attrition Versus Innovation

Decisions about procurement inevitably require policymakers to wrestle with the essential question of what the future of war will look like. Currently, many look to the Russian war against Ukraine for answers. Yet, the lessons from Ukraine are ambiguous. On the one hand, many observers have been taken aback by how similar warfare in the 21st century is to that of the 20th century: attrition warfare has returned; questions of ammunition production and getting tanks to the front line are central; and the old adage that “mass has a quality of its own” rings true again. Traditional warfighting capabilities, such as large quantities of armored fighting vehicles and artillery, are essential for territorial defense and reclaiming territory, and show the continued importance of kinetic force.¹ Despite the important role new technologies have played in Ukraine, they merely enhance the effectiveness of traditional core territorial defense capabilities. As UK Chief of the General Staff General Sir Patrick Sanders put it, “you can’t cyber your way across a river.”²

Among the new technologies, unmanned aerial systems have been the most visible ones in the war. These have appeared in many forms: small, commercial drones used for ISR purposes, larger military-grade armed drones, and loitering munitions (“kamikaze drones”) used for devastating
one-time strikes. Although the role of armed drones has decreased as the conflict has progressed, small ISR drones and loitering munitions have remained highly relevant.\[^4\] ISR drones are used extensively for tactical reconnaissance on the frontlines, while both sides deploy loitering munitions.\[^5\]

This unmanned aerial revolution is not so much a matter of groundbreaking new technologies, however. Drones and loitering munitions have existed for years. The revolutionary element is the extremely low production cost, enabling their use in great quantities and rendering them expendable. An Iranian-made Shahed-136 loitering munition, used extensively by Russia to attack Ukrainian cities, costs between 20,000 and 50,000 US dollars.\[^6\] Commercial ISR drones can cost as little as 2,000 US dollars.\[^7\] This allows drone usage in large quantities in this war. For example, Ukraine alone loses approximately 10,000 drones per month while reliable numbers for Russian losses are hard to come by.\[^8\] “Cheap and expendable” seems to be the new motto of drone warfare.

This development has consequences for the future of air defense, as the missiles used by missile-based air-defense systems, for example, Iris-T, are significantly more expensive than the loitering munitions they shoot down (Figure 3.1).\[^9\] In addition, missile-based air-defense systems, which can usually only carry a limited number of missiles, are vulnerable to overwhelming swarms of cheap armed drones or loitering munitions.\[^10\] In contrast, the German Gepard self-propelled anti-aircraft gun, which uses 35mm canons rather than guided missiles, has been more effective than expected in countering Russian loitering munitions and, to a lesser extent, cruise missiles. Phased-out by the German military in 2012 and donated to Ukraine in 2022, it has emerged as an effective and comparatively cheap air-defense system against loitering munitions.\[^11\] In the first week of 2023 alone, Ukraine shot down around 80 air vehicles in the Kyiv area, with many of the successes attributed to Gepard systems.\[^12\]

The important role of drones in Ukraine hinges on another key innovation characterizing this war: data connectivity.\[^13\] Ukraine’s ISR drones have high military impact because the images they gather can swiftly be communicated to other relevant units.\[^14\] Commanders or artillery units can use these images for targeting purposes as well as post-strike damage assessments. Software systems enable military units or even Ukrainian civilian observers to quickly upload intelligence from a variety of data sources, such as satellite imagery, cell phone, or drone videos. These systems
provide data to soldiers, for example, in the form of interactive battlefield maps, which enhances their situational awareness and enables faster targeting of enemy forces. Moreover, artificial intelligence (AI) can facilitate the processing of gathered data, for example, by identifying vehicle types or suggesting priorities for targeting.

In terms of hardware, this data connectivity is made possible by the Starlink satellite-based communications system currently provided by SpaceX, a US-based private company. This points to another key development in this war: an increasing dependence on commercial actors and their technologies. With such dependence come new vulnerabilities, as states’ military capabilities might be severely compromised if private actors decided to withdraw their support. SpaceX CEO Elon Musk threatened to do as much when he announced the suspension of Ukraine’s free access to Starlink in October 2022, although he reversed this decision a few days later under
Losing access to Starlink would have had disastrous consequences for Ukraine as it would have severely curtailed the data connectivity of its armed forces.

**Lessons From Ukraine: Implications for European Procurement and Spending**

To guarantee Europe’s security now and in the future, European policymakers as well as defense planners in EU and NATO should heed the lessons from Ukraine. The defense investment gaps analysis, released by the European Commission and the EDA three months into the war, offers valuable insights (Box 3.1). But this analysis could only ever reflect early lessons of the war. Based on the above, three priorities for capability development and procurement stand out.

First, EU member states should keep investing in classical core capabilities for territorial defense, such as armored fighting vehicles and artillery. Without these systems, territorial defense is hardly possible. At the very least, member states should replenish them enough to make up for the systems donated to Ukraine. The EDA’s 2022 Coordinated Annual Review on Defence (CARD) Report as well as the defense investment gaps analysis underline this assessment, arguing that the return of high-intensity warfare to Europe requires the expansion of EU member states’ inventory of main battle tanks and artillery.

Second, EU member states should take note of the innovations brought about by Russia’s war against Ukraine. The increased relevance of drones and loitering munitions has consequences for air defense which they must take into account. Russia will likely continue to use cheap, expendable loitering munitions to attack Ukraine. This means EU member states should anticipate Ukraine’s demand for air defense missiles to remain high. It is essential that Ukraine’s European allies can meet the embattled country’s needs. Although air-defense missiles are more complex and costly than artillery shells, the EU’s Ammunition Initiative set up to provide Ukraine with sufficient artillery ammunition could serve as a blueprint for a system that ensures Ukraine’s supply of air-defense ammunition (Chapter 4).

In the long term, EU member states will have to find a more sustainable solution for the problems expendable drones and loitering munitions pose for missile-based air defense. The vulnerabilities of such defensive systems will only increase once the AI technology to deploy swarms of autonomously interacting drones matures. EU member states should prepare for this,
either by investing in drone capabilities themselves, investing in air-defense capabilities that can efficiently neutralize (autonomous) drones and loitering munitions, or by regulating the proliferation of these systems.

The defense investment gaps analysis partly recognizes this, by emphasizing the importance of investing in drone capabilities and mentioning the Eurodrone as a promising project. This drone will, however, not be delivered until 2029 and the French Senate already criticized it for being too heavy and expensive. It does not seem to be a great example of the cheap and expandable aerial systems that play such a large role in the current war in Ukraine. This raises the question whether EU member states should prioritize investments in much cheaper systems,
such as smaller ISR drones, when it comes to drone capabilities. Some member states have already come to this conclusion: in May 2023, the Czech Republic cancelled the procurement of three larger Israeli Heron 1 drones and announced it would acquire two hundred smaller ISR drones instead.22

Regarding air defense, the defense investment gap analysis does mention the need for anti-drone systems, but prioritizes the procurement of mid-range air- and missile-defense systems.23 The 2022 CARD Report, while not mentioning anti-drone capabilities, stresses the importance of “high-end” air-defense systems.24 If this is to mean guided-missile-based systems, investing in such systems alone will not suffice. Russia’s war against Ukraine has demonstrated that guided-missile-based air defense, which is also the focus of Germany’s European Sky Shield Initiative,25 is vulnerable to large quantities of unmanned aerial systems. To safeguard their air-defense capabilities in the future, EU member states will have to address this vulnerability.

Third, EU member states should invest in better data connectivity of their armed forces. In Ukraine, it is the factor that allows other innovations to reach their full potential. The defense investment gaps analysis therefore recommends investing in an “ultra-secured” European connectivity program.26 At the same time, however, EU member states should reduce the current dependency on private actors regarding satellite networks in low-Earth orbit which are necessary for extensive data connectivity.27 In fact, the EU is already taking steps to address this dependency and seeking to develop an EU low-Earth orbit (LEO) satellite constellation to enable secure connectivity for EU member states. A 2022 Commission initiative called Infrastructure for Resilience, Interconnectivity and Security by Satellite (IRIS², not to be confused with the IRIS-T guided missile) proposes to launch up to 170 LEO satellites between 2025 and 2027 and is currently awaiting approval from the European Parliament.28 This requires a large investment and could enhance the defense capabilities of all EU member states. The EU is thus well-positioned to take on this initiative, thereby providing a European public good, which brings space-based, secure communications to European governments and businesses. Additionally, apart from hardware, there is a software component worth exploring: Open-architecture software that allows kits to “plug and play”29 could help in overcoming fragmentation and address difficulties in interoperability.
The latter points presuppose significant investment in defense innovation. Despite a steady rise in EU defense ministries’ research & technology (R&T) budgets, most are still too low to keep up with the changing face of war witnessed in Ukraine. In total, EU member states spent 3.6 billion euros, or 1.7 percent of their total defense expenditure, on defense R&T in 2021 (Figure 3.2). While this constitutes a new record high, it still falls short of the EU goal of spending two percent of total defense expenditure on R&T. Moreover, there are vast discrepancies between member states. Only two of them spent significantly more than 1.7 percent, thereby pulling up the average. The European Defence Agency concludes that: “For European defense to be at the cutting edge of preparing for future conflicts and capabilities, a larger number of member states would need to increase R&T spending at a faster rate than their total defense expenditure.”

Falling behind on defense innovation entails security risks for EU member states. They could miss out on key emerging and disruptive innovations, resulting in a relative loss of military strength. In addition, a widening transatlantic defense innovation gap could complicate interoperability with technologically more advanced US forces. A report published by Boston Consulting Group and the Munich Security Conference in 2023 highlighted a widening defense innovation readiness gap. Surveying 59 defense ministries, as well as EU and NATO, showed that 78 percent of ministries of defense consider their pace of innovation as insufficient.

The EU and NATO have both taken initiatives to stimulate defense innovation. Within the EU Defence Innovation Scheme (EUDIS), the European Commission is identifying ideas, technologies, and solutions that require support to reach their full potential. EUDIS provides practical support by building a network of relevant defense innovation partners as well as funding: It should provide up to two billion euros for defense innovation through 2027. This includes 1.46 billion euros from the European Defence Fund (EDF), ninety million in co-funding from member states, and at least four hundred million from other public and private sources. The EU has also established a Hub for EU Defence Innovation (HEDI) within the EDA as a deliverable of its 2022 Strategic Compass. HEDI is envisioned as a platform to increase and better coordinate member state cooperation on defense innovation. Meanwhile, NATO has launched its own initiative to promote defense innovation: the Defence Innovation Accelerator for the North Atlantic (DIANA). DIANA also aims to offer both practical support
and funding. The practical support consists, among other things, of granting projects access to deep-tech test centers in NATO countries.\textsuperscript{35}

While both initiatives are important for advancing innovation and integration of Emerging and Developing Technologies (EDTs) into defense, there is a lack of synchronization between the EU and NATO in this area. Critics have lamented duplication, as both organizations have developed their own slightly differing lists with priority areas for innovation. The EU’s list includes “advanced manufacturing, advanced materials, life-science technologies, micro/nano-electronics and photonics, artificial intelligence and security and connectivity.”\textsuperscript{36} NATO has in turn suggested focusing on “artificial intelligence, data, autonomy, quantum-enabled technologies, biotechnology, hypersonic technologies, space, novel materials and manufacturing, and energy and propulsion.” In addition, a lack of interoperability and differences in transatlantic approaches on how to use new technologies could make true policy change and innovation difficult.\textsuperscript{37}
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Securing the Source: Raw Materials and Dependencies
A precondition for strengthening European armies is that Europe can source the necessary raw materials. But as in green technologies, Europe is dangerously dependent on others. For almost all military assets, including tanks, fighter aircraft, ammunition, and submarines, the EU faces a very high supply risk with regard to certain components needed to build a military force, such as aluminum, natural graphite, and a high risk regarding beryllium, chromium, and copper. This becomes especially apparent when looking at supply chains of drones. Drones require a wide range of critical and strategic raw materials. Europe’s drone production is vulnerable to several bottlenecks regarding raw materials, components, and assembly (Figure 3.3). Europe is particularly dependent on China, which enjoys a strong industrial position in every step of the drone-making process. While China is by far the largest supplier of raw materials, African and Latin American countries have notable capacities, with each continent supplying 11 percent of all needed materials. In later steps of the drone production process, including the manufacturing of components and subsystems, the situation looks somewhat better, as either European countries themselves or their partner nations such as the US and Japan have relevant capacities.

The EU does recognize this vulnerability and has identified 34 raw materials as critical, some of which have additionally been designated as strategic raw materials. The main supplier of these materials is often China. To address these dependencies, the EU proposed the Critical Raw Materials Act in 2023. It sets out a range of goals to re-shore some extraction and processing capacities back to the EU to reduce dependencies and enhance diversification. These are ambitious goals that will take time to implement. Until then, the production of military capabilities in Europe remains vulnerable to supply chain shocks.

In addition to raw materials, the EU faces a huge vulnerability in the field of semiconductors. Microchips are necessary for almost all technological devices, including weapons systems and drones. Yet, the semiconductor market is one of a kind: it is fundamentally dependent on only a few companies with unique capabilities. Great power competition between the US and China as well as concerns about a potential escalation of the conflict in Taiwan heighten the issue of reliable supply chains in this field.
Figure 3.3
Overview of producing countries in the drone supply chain, 2023, percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Raw materials</th>
<th>Processed materials</th>
<th>Components (e.g., semiconductors, permanent magnets)</th>
<th>Subsystems (e.g., sensors, main processor)</th>
<th>Final product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of Europe</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of Asia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data and illustration: European Commission
The EU has reacted to these developments by introducing the European Chips Act to advance European competitiveness. It seeks to mobilize 43 billion euros in public and private investment by 2030 to boost Europe’s technological capabilities and increase supply chain security. By doing so, the EU is joining other players in heavily subsidizing chip manufacturing. China aims to spend 150 billion US dollars in the coming decade, whereas the US plans to spend 52 billion US dollars over the next five years. Taken together, the EU, US, Japanese, and Chinese plans would amount to “721 billion USD or 0.9% of global GDP.” While the EU is right to take urgent action in bolstering its competitiveness in the chip field, critics have warned that this type of industrial action could lead to inefficiencies, such as overcapacity.

All in all, both the Critical Raw Materials Act and the European Chips Act are important steps in addressing the EU’s dependency on other actors, especially China, for producing key components of weapons manufacturing. Yet, securing supply chains in critical raw materials and semiconductors in the long term will remain a challenge for European countries with limited budgets, especially as reshoring production to Europe disrupts markets and may lead to higher production costs for already expensive military equipment and its components.

**Conclusion: A Steep Learning Curve**

The return of large-scale war to the European continent has shifted priorities. It has, at least temporarily, resolved the old dilemma between crisis management and territorial defense in favor of the latter. At the same time, it has highlighted a new dilemma, namely the need to prepare for both traditional and new warfare at the same time. Europeans should use the lessons from Ukraine to jointly set priorities for future defense investment. They will need to find the right balance of capabilities, especially between the firepower of a large mass of heavy weaponry and the sophistication of integrated, low-cost technology. The current focus on filling legacy gaps and restocking heavy equipment risks widening Europe’s defense innovation gap compared to other global players. Meanwhile, fresh thinking is needed for Europeans to join forces in providing European public goods. These include key enablers, such as the low-Earth orbit satellite constellation IRIS, but also joint strategies to counter dependencies and vulnerabilities. Hence, the EU needs to intensify efforts to diversify suppliers and closely coordinate its policies with key allies like the US, for example, in the Trade and Technology Council. All this means that Europeans have to stay on top of developments in warfare.
Russia’s war against Ukraine has led to a convergence of threat perceptions across Europe, tilting the balance from crisis management toward territorial defense and rendering the old dilemma between the two less salient.

Heavy weapon systems, such as main battle tanks and artillery, have demonstrated their continued relevance in Ukraine. As they remain the backbone of any force engaged in territorial defense, they require further investment from European states.

Increasingly cheap ISR drones and loitering munitions have proven to be game changers in Ukraine. EU member states must prepare for the further proliferation of these systems and address the respective vulnerabilities of current air-defense systems.

Better data connectivity is key for Europe’s armed forces to unlock the full potential of other technological systems. This requires more innovation spending, including on appropriate hardware systems such as low-Earth orbit satellite constellations.

A precondition for the success of these defense investments is the reliability of EU member states’ supply of strategic raw materials and semiconductors required for military systems. Reshoring, friendshoring, diversification of suppliers, and recycling are necessary to mitigate risks.
Why do Europeans not collaborate more on arms development and procurement? Can recent EU initiatives incentivize more cooperation? What can alternative formats of cooperation contribute to overcoming the fragmentation of Europe’s defense industrial base?
Spending Together

The increases in European defense spending not only beg the question of what to spend the money on but also how to spend it. The status quo ante is untenable; the fragmented European defense market wastes scarce resources and thus risks eroding public support for more defense spending. It also undermines military interoperability and deepens dependencies on non-European suppliers. Indeed, Europe’s initial responses to Russia’s war against Ukraine may even have exacerbated existing fragmentation as the need for speed often trumped unity. Substantial reforms of how Europeans procure and develop military equipment should therefore accompany the increases in defense budgets.

The EU has recognized the problem. In recent documents, the European Commission and the European External Action Service made several proposals aimed at deepening European defense industrial cooperation. More than one year on from the beginning of the war, there have been some notable achievements, but overall, the results are inadequate. Outside the EU framework, there are also alternative paths toward closer defense cooperation. NATO plays an important role in setting standards and capability demands, but its processes are insufficiently synergized with EU initiatives. European states have further sought to establish intergovernmental paths for defense cooperation, but there are still too few examples of best practice. Having recognized the need to reform but without committing to the transformation the security environment requires, European defense is thus currently stuck on the fence.

Defense Industrial Cooperation: Navigating the Procurement Trilemma

On top of the structural obstacles that beset European defense cooperation in general, arms procurement and development come with specific trade-offs (Figure 4.1). Decisionmakers face three options when acquiring new equipment that is not readily available from domestic or European producers.

First, governments can commission domestic companies to develop the equipment needed. This way, they can remain independent of other countries in this sensitive realm, protect domestic jobs and industrial capacity, and tailor the equipment to their militaries’ needs. However, given the rapidly increasing armament costs and technological demands of modern weaponry, national solutions may simply be unfeasible. Even when
national development is possible, it can be slow and costly compared to off-the-shelf options elsewhere. In addition, national procurement may exacerbate European fragmentation if it is uncoordinated with others. Second, governments can buy equipment off-the-shelf from suppliers outside Europe, often from those in the US. This tends to be the fastest way to acquire equipment and may be cheaper than developing new systems. Such equipment is likely to have been used elsewhere, testifying to its quality. Purchasing from key allies also serves to generate political goodwill. But such purchases taken by states unilaterally will also likely increase fragmentation across Europe, undermine the continent’s defense industrial base, and deepen dependencies on others.

Third, cooperative procurement or development among several European states, potentially with support from the EU (see section below), would ensure that new capabilities are interoperable while fostering European industry. Joint procurement also offers the benefits of economies of scale. However, coordination among several states, with diverging strategic cultures and threat perceptions, is complex and likely to be slow. Indeed, both intergovernmental and EU development and procurement projects have a bad track record. The political conflicts over the direction and division of labor regarding the Franco-German-Spanish project to develop the Future Combat Air System (FCAS) and the concomitant delays testify to the complexity of such multinational endeavors.
Thus far, Europeans have mostly opted for national development or buying off-the-shelf abroad. They hardly cooperate on joint arms procurement and development. In its latest CARD Report, the EDA attests that “cooperation remains the exception rather than the norm.” As Figure 4.2 shows, EU member states have routinely failed to meet their self-imposed target to spend 35 percent of their total defense equipment procurement collaboratively, reaching only a meagre 18 percent in 2021. The economies of scale, not to mention the increased interoperability, that greater cooperative spending could generate are enormous. A 2019 study by the European Parliament refers to potential savings of 22 billion euros per year – around 10 percent of the EU’s total defense spending in 2022 (Chapter 2).

Figure 4.2
European collaborative defense equipment spending, 2013–2021, percent

Another reason for the malaise in EU defense industrial cooperation is that there is no single, integrated market for defense like in other areas of economic exchange in the EU. Internally, there is no unrestricted movement of goods between EU member states. The EU’s treaties grant defense a special status and member states have excessively used national security provisions (Article 346, Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union – Box 4.1) to exempt defense industrial orders from European competition. The resulting market barriers mean that the European defense market is deeply fragmented and inefficient. The EU has attempted in vain to rein in the habitual use of Article 346 by means of Directive 2009/81. Moreover, national export control procedures are still in place, meaning there are serious
regulatory obstacles to intra-EU arms trade. As a result, the most recent available data shows that only 9 percent of tendered contracts were awarded to other EU-based suppliers, with domestic suppliers winning more than three quarters of contracts.\(^7\) Externally, moreover, the EU lacks a common arms export policy. In 2008, the EU agreed on a legally binding Common Position on Arms Export Control, but member states have diverged in its implementation and pursued disparate national approaches. In the Strategic Compass, the member states agreed to further streamline their practices “for defense capabilities jointly developed, in particular in an EU framework thus ensuring EDF-funded products will profit from adequate and competitive access to international markets, in line with the 2008 Council Common Position.”\(^8\) However, this change is yet to materialize. The defense market remains one of the last vestiges of a nationally organized European economy.

**Box 4.1**

**Article 346 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) – National Security Exemption**

1. The provisions of the Treaties shall not preclude the application of the following rules:
   (a) no Member State shall be obliged to supply information the disclosure of which it considers contrary to the essential interests of its security;
   (b) any Member State may take such measures as it considers necessary for the protection of the essential interests of its security which are connected with the production of or trade in arms, munitions and war material; such measures shall not adversely affect the conditions of competition in the internal market regarding products which are not intended for specifically military purposes.

2. The Council may, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission, make changes to the list, which it drew up on 15 April 1958, of the products to which the provisions of paragraph 1(b) apply.
Russia's War on Ukraine: Urgency Beats Unity

The Russian war on Ukraine could actually render cooperation on arms procurement even more difficult. European states are scrambling to replenish their stocks, replace the equipment they sent to Ukraine, and reinforce their militaries in this new adverse security environment. And they are seeking to do so fast. Polish military planners, for instance, assume that Russia will be able to regenerate its conventional forces within five years.⁹ European production capacities are currently insufficient to meet demand. Upon signing an agreement to purchase tanks, fighter jets, and howitzer artillery from South Korea, Polish Defense Minister Mariusz Blaszczak hence emphasized that “fast delivery” was a key factor in the decision, as acquiring German Leopard tanks would have taken significantly longer.¹⁰

In a similar vein, the German Defense Ministry decreed in April 2023 that “with immediate effect, the factor time shall have the highest priority.”¹¹ Accordingly, the German Defense Ministry placed the largest orders of the special fund for off-the-shelf American-made equipment – F-35 fighter jets and Chinook helicopters. Moreover, the war illustrated the practical ramifications of Europe’s diverging arms exports rules and cultures. Germany’s initial reluctance to allow other European states to provide Ukraine with German-made Leopard tanks caused much frustration and could deter states from joining cooperative arms projects in the future should Germany demand a veto over their subsequent exports.

The Russian war on Ukraine has thus exacerbated some of the obstacles to European defense industrial cooperation while simultaneously dramatically increasing the demand for joint action. The prioritization of fast deliveries is understandable but comes at the cost of further fragmentation of Europe’s defense industrial base at a time when it is already highly dependent on the US. Crucially, arms procurement decisions have lock-in effects. They imply long-term maintenance contracts with external suppliers. Moreover, the longevity of weapon systems means that they will likely delay or even deplete investment in next generation systems. For example, some worry about the adverse effects that Germany’s purchase of F-35 fighter jets from the US might have for FCAS.¹² Thus, procurement decisions taken now risk preventing the consolidation of the European defense industrial base for years and potentially decades to come. Policymakers must thus walk the fine line of rapidly equipping their armed forces and Ukraine while strengthening the European defense sector in the long term.
EU Defense Initiatives: Breaking Taboos but Not Walls

Even before the war, the EU had taken various initiatives to foster defense industrial cooperation. These include the establishment of the European Defence Fund, which provides around 8 billion euros from the EU budget (2021–2027) for collaborative defense research and capability development. In 2017, 25 EU member states agreed to activate Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO) in defense and have launched 68 joint capability projects since. The EU also established CARD, a process monitoring national defense plans with the aim of coordinating spending and identifying opportunities for collaboration. While introducing a defense chapter in the EU budget for the first time was considered a small revolution in Brussels, the member states cut the EDF by 39 percent compared to the initial Commission proposal in the negotiations on the EU’s 2021–2027 budget. Moreover, the 2022 CARD Report noted that the EDF, PESCO and CARD “have not reached their full potential” and that “no improved coherence of the EU defense landscape has yet been observed.”

The Russian war on Ukraine has added a much greater sense of urgency to the quest to spend better together. The Strategic Compass, agreed shortly after the start of the war, stressed the need to become “bolder and faster in filling critical capability gaps, overcoming fragmentation, [and] achieving full interoperability.” The quick and substantial use of the intergovernmental European Peace Facility (EPF) to reimburse and coordinate military assistance for Ukraine has been an important and visible contribution to Ukraine’s fight. The EU has also launched a range of additional initiatives to boost industrial cooperation and joint procurement in the short to medium term (Figure 4.3).

First, the Commission proposed the European Defence Industry Reinforcement through Common Procurement Act (EDIRPA) in July 2022. This short-term financial instrument (2022–2024) is intended to consolidate states’ demand for the most urgent and critical capability gaps created or widened by the response to the Russian invasion. The fund is supposed to co-finance procurement carried out by at least three member states. The proposal is innovative, as it would, for the first time, allow the use of the EU budget for joint defense procurement. While Article 41 of the Treaty on European Union bans using the EU budget for military and defense expenditure, the Commission found a creative workaround and chose a legal basis focused on fostering industrial competitiveness. This means that the funds can only be used to cover the administrative costs related to the
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increased complexity of joint procurement. The contribution from the EU budget can amount to up to one quarter of the value of a procurement contract.¹⁶

EDIRPA is, however, unlikely to have much of an impact because the instrument provides too little too late. First, its budget appears insufficient to offer a real incentive. The Commission has proposed a financial volume of 500 million euros – a drop in the ocean compared to the overall increase of member states’ defense expenditure. Second, almost a year on, EDIRPA has yet to be formally adopted, undermining its short-term ambitions. It took the European Parliament four months to clarify the competences of its respective committees and another four to consolidate its position. The proposal is now supposed to be agreed by summer 2023 or shortly after, leaving a lifespan of only fifteen months.

The negotiations also illustrate the trade-off between strengthening the EU’s defense industry and other considerations such as speed and the integrity of existing supply chains. The question whether EDIRPA should subsidize equipment that contains components from non-associated third countries has proved controversial, with France pushing for an EU-only approach. Meanwhile, Germany as well as Central and Eastern European states have advocated for greater openness. The Council eventually settled on a 30 percent cap on third-country components whereas the European Parliament proposed 40 percent.¹⁸

A second key measure is the Ammunition Initiative initially proposed by Estonia in February 2023. It aims at providing Ukraine with one million rounds of much-needed artillery ammunition within 12 months and has three complementary tracks:

- Track 1 was agreed upon in March 2023.¹⁹ It foresees the donation of artillery ammunition to Ukraine from national stocks or from reprioritizing orders until May 31, 2023. An amount of up to one billion euros from the EPF has been set aside to partially reimburse donors. As of May 23, the EU had provided Ukraine with 220,000 rounds of ammunition.²⁰ This figure is likely higher in reality as member states can submit invoices up to six weeks after the deadline.
• Track 2 seeks to incentivize the joint procurement of ammunition from the European defense industry and Norway. The consolidation of demand should lead to economies of scale and provide the industry with the large, multi-year contracts it needs to ramp up production. Joint procurement can either be organized via the EDA or member state consortia with a lead nation. Track 2 will be supported by another billion euros from the EPF covering the partial reimbursement of ammunition procured for Ukraine.

• Track 3 focuses on ramping up European manufacturing capacities for ammunition. In May, the Commission proposed the Act in Support of Ammunition Production (ASAP) with a volume of 500 million euros being redeployed from the EDF and EDIRPA for the period until June 2025. The instrument should help European companies address bottlenecks and shortages they face in the ramp up (e.g., skilled personnel, machines, supply chains, raw materials). Companies that signed up for procurement contracts under Track 2 would get preferential access to Track 3. In a bold move, the Commission also proposed freeing up funding from the cohesion funds and the Recovery and Resilience Facility to allow member states to redirect these to their defense industries. This is intended to attract additional funding, either from the European Investment Bank (EIB) or from private banks.

As it has done with EDIRPA, the EU has broken fresh ground with the Ammunition Initiative. While it is too early to judge its success, the initiative is innovative and could serve as a model for jointly procuring different weapon systems. Even so, some obstacles will endure.

Money will likely be a constraining factor. The EPF, used for Tracks 1 and 2, has been topped up several times based on what could be called the “Borrell method”: the EU’s High Representative has repeatedly announced increases in the media ahead of important meetings to exert pressure on the member states to agree (which they need to do unanimously). So far, the method has worked, but resistance among member states, including Germany as the EPF’s largest contributor, is mounting. The fact that Hungary vetoed the disbursement of a fresh 500-million-euro trance in mid-May to remove the country’s biggest bank from a sanctions list of international sponsors of Russia’s war, indicates how fragile the consensus is. The proposed funding from the EU budget for Track 3 is limited and the impact of other financing options remains questionable. Redirecting cohesion and recovery money

“We need to do the same as during the pandemic; ask the industry: What do you need to scale up production?”

Ursula von der Leyen, European Commission President, Munich Security Conference, February 18, 2023
would require renegotiating the respective national plans and programming with the Commission. Any new measures would also have to be consistent with these funds’ objectives. If cohesion money were to be used for ammunition production, for instance, socially or economically disadvantaged regions would have to benefit from it. The provision of EIB financing for anything beyond dual-use goods would, in turn, presuppose a loosening of the bank’s environmental, social, and governance criteria. There has been reluctance to do so for fear of the bank’s downgrading by rating agencies.25

In addition, the Ammunition Initiative faced yet another controversy on third-country components. The French insistence that the joint procurement should exclude ammunition that is not entirely produced on EU territory held up negotiations for weeks. This stance frustrated others who argued that European firms relied on some external components to deliver the shells on time.26

These challenges do not bode well for the EU’s longer-term initiative, the European Defence Investment Programme (EDIP), which is meant to build on EDIRPA and ASAP. According to the Commission, EDIP should establish “the conditions and criteria for Member States to form consortia [...] that will jointly procure, for the use of participating Member States, defense capabilities that are developed in a collaborative way within the EU and would benefit from a VAT exemption.”27 Thus, it should serve as “the anchor for future joint development and procurement projects of high common interest” and support these financially as well as helping to ramp up production capacities.28 The Commission had initially promised a concrete proposal for the third quarter of 2022, which was then postponed to June 2023 and could be delayed even further, largely due to a lack of financing. The suggested fiscal incentive, the VAT waiver for collaborative projects, has already run into opposition from the German Finance Ministry, and could be dead on arrival.29 The dearth of unallocated funding in the EU budget means that support for the ramp up of production capacities would have to come from other pots, as is the case for Track 3 of the Ammunition Initiative. In addition, the controversy on third-country participation and components could easily haunt negotiations again. This could cause delays, which would put its adoption before the 2024 European Parliament elections at risk.30

Overall, the EU’s initiatives are breaking taboos and setting important precedents, but the lack of both adequate funding and political ownership by member states will likely limit their practical impact.
NATO and OCCAR: Alternative Facilitators of Cooperation

The EU has, of course, no monopoly over fostering European defense industrial cooperation. Indeed, national and NATO priorities have traditionally shaped defense planning in Europe. NATO’s principal role in this area is to set both standards and demands for the Alliance. Its sophisticated Defense Planning Process (NDPP) seeks to harmonize national defense plans to meet capability targets deemed necessary to fulfill NATO’s objectives. By identifying and subsequently apportioning concrete targets for each ally, the NDPP provides direction for European states on what to procure and can point to potential synergies.

NATO’s role as a demand and standard setter could be upgraded at its forthcoming summit in Vilnius in July 2023. The Secretary-General expects leaders to endorse a “NATO Defense Production Action Plan” to boost production capacities and investment. This plan could set procurement targets for specific types of equipment, e.g., ammunition, and issue guidelines for standardization and stockpiles. Like the EU measures, the plan’s adoption of a multi-year perspective is meant to provide industry with the longer-term demand signal it needs to invest in production lines, personnel, and supply chains.

This plan could also enhance NATO’s role as a coordinator and convener that fosters joint capability development. It remains to be seen whether it will merely allot national targets or also collaborative or even regional procurement objectives for specific groups of nations, which would constitute a shift away from the NDPP’s current methodology. Regional procurement targets could be in line with the regional defense plans NATO is developing as part of its new Force Model and promote greater specialization of tasks in Europe. Furthermore, the plan could strengthen the NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA). The agency usually acts as an intermediary between Allies and industry on NATO’s High Visibility Projects – forms of multinational capability cooperation in areas like air-to-air refueling or ammunition stockpiling. NATO also convenes the Conference of National Armaments Directors to encourage greater procurement coordination and cooperation among allies. Unlike the EU, however, the Alliance lacks meaningful funds to incentivize cooperation, which effectively limits its role. There is potential for synergies where NATO takes the lead in setting targets and standards while the EU prepares the ground for European defense industrial cooperation. However, the planning processes of the two organizations are insufficiently intertwined to effectively divide the labor between them.
Alongside NATO, OCCAR has acted as an important coordinating body for several major multinational procurement projects in Europe. With a select membership of Germany, France, Italy, Spain, the United Kingdom, and Belgium (other countries can join projects on an ad-hoc basis), OCCAR serves as an avant-garde group of Europe’s most importance defense industrial players. Accordingly, many of Europe’s most important multinational projects were managed by OCCAR, including the Airbus A400M transport aircraft, the Boxer armored fighting vehicle, and the Eurodrone (MALE RPAS). This raises the wider question of how to guarantee that Europe’s manifold procurement institutions add value, ensure a meaningful division of labor, and avoid duplicating each other.

Bi- and Minilateral Cooperation: From the Bottom Up
Most large multinational projects in Europe have been conducted on a purely intergovernmental basis. There have been many negative examples, characterized by clashing industrial interests, huge delays, and exploding costs. However, there are also positive examples that illustrate the potential of nationally-driven consolidation, integration, and task specialization from the bottom up.

One such example is the German-Norwegian naval cooperation. In 2021, the two nations agreed to jointly procure the same submarines and naval strike missiles. The German company Thyssenkrupp Marine Systems will provide six identical submarines, two for Germany and four for Norway. The Norwegian company Kongsberg Defence and Aerospace will in turn supply the respective naval strike missiles for both sides. The two nations thereby acquire capabilities that are key for securing NATO’s northern flank. The decision will not only lead to deeper bilateral industrial cooperation but also entail closer navy-to-navy cooperation, including on training, exercises, spare parts, and lifetime management of the submarines.

Another example of best practice is the Belgian-Dutch naval cooperation (Benesam). The two countries have agreed to harmonize requirements for the replacement of their M-frigates and minehunters in a common procurement process. The acquisition of near-identical models will allow them to fully integrate support functions. This specific example builds on many decades of successful naval cooperation between the two countries. In 2022, France joined the bilateral minehunter cooperation, a logical step considering that the French shipbuilder Naval Group was constructing twelve new vessels for the two countries.
Both examples illustrate the well-known benefits of harmonizing specifications and requirements. A hallmark study from 1999 estimated that armaments standardization could lead to cost savings of up to 50 percent.\textsuperscript{36} According to the study, standardization lowers procurement costs, promotes interoperability, and facilitates integration or task specialization in support and maintenance. The latter aspect is far from negligible given that maintenance costs represent 30 to 70 percent of the lifecycle costs of any platform.\textsuperscript{37} Even so, most nations have their own maintenance facilities. The savings potential for large-scale projects such as the FCAS and the Main Ground Combat System (MGCS) would be immense.

The above examples, however, also indicate that mutual trust is a determining factor for partial defense integration and task specialization. These forms of cooperation always imply giving up a degree of national sovereignty and independence. This is why they take time to develop and are more prevalent in some constellations than others. Strategic cultures, geographic proximity and history play an important role in this regard.\textsuperscript{38}

**Conclusion: Fence-Sitting Rather Than Transformation**

Existing formats of joint development and procurement have not yielded sufficient benefits to convince European states of their merit vis-a-vis off-the-shelf purchases. While the EU has launched several initiatives that go beyond erstwhile red lines, the return of large-scale war to the European continent has not yet led to the transformation in defense industrial cooperation that is warranted. One reason is a lack of political leadership, notably by France and Germany. While France is perceived as instrumentalizing the EU initiatives for its own industrial interests, Germany is seen as missing in action and neglecting the European dimension in its response to the Zeitenwende.\textsuperscript{39} In addition, the EU initiatives are chronically underfunded when compared to Europe’s overall defense spending increases. The impact of alternative paths to cooperation, be it via NATO, OCCAR, or smaller intergovernmental formats, depends entirely on the political will of European states to overcome narrow national industrial interests and shed a degree of sovereignty. Further reforms and a change of mindset in national capitals are needed to set European defense cooperation on a new path.
European states do not collaborate enough on arms development and procurement, causing costly inefficiencies and poor military interoperability. The initial responses to Russia’s war on Ukraine have even exacerbated Europe’s defense fragmentation.

Europeans face a trilemma: they can develop and procure equipment nationally, off-the-shelf abroad, or in cooperation with others. Each option involves different trade-offs between costs, control, speed, industrial interests, and European fragmentation.

The EU has launched several unprecedented initiatives to incentivize joint procurement and ramp up production. But their impact is likely limited as they suffer from a lack of funding and political support by the member states.

Alternative pathways via OCCAR, NATO, or ad-hoc cooperation have hitherto rarely delivered sufficient added value. Europeans need to learn from the few positive examples of multinational arms cooperation.
Five Recommendations
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How to Come Off De Fense

What concrete short- and medium-term steps should Europeans take to transform their defense cooperation?
How to Come Off De Fense

European defense has come a long way since February 2022 – but nowhere near far enough given the Zeitenwende that Russia’s war against Ukraine represents. More than 20 EU member states have since announced defense spending increases, but there are signs that some Western European states, in particular, may not meet their pledges. The overlap in EU and NATO membership is growing, but there are few indications that this will truly boost coordination between the two organizations. The EU has tabled innovative measures to spur joint procurement and industrial ramp up, but these are underfunded, and member states routinely miss their collaborative spending target. Europeans seem to be stuck between the status quo ante and the transformation of defense cooperation that the current situation warrants.

Europeans cannot afford to sit on the fence and wait for a Zeitenwende 2.0 before embarking on an ambitious reform path. The global security environment is darkening, and Russia is not the only revisionist actor seeking to undermine the rules-based international order. The US will inevitably shift its attention toward the Indo-Pacific. If Europeans fail to reverse course now, they will jeopardize their ability to defend themselves, become unable to support Ukraine over the long term, and risk marginalization in NATO. As a result, European citizens would be much less secure.

The crucial capability gap in European defense is still political leadership. While both EU High Representative Josep Borrell and Commission President Ursula von der Leyen have been driving EU support for Ukraine and defense cooperation, key member states are missing in action. Under the Scholz government, Germany has faced recurrent criticism for its absence in EU defense questions. Meanwhile, France is seen as pursuing narrow industrial rather than collective European interests. Their initial dithering on arms donations to Ukraine and energy sanctions, exacerbated by a history of neglecting Central and Eastern European views on Russia, has caused lasting damage to their credibility – and to that of European defense initiatives – in Warsaw, Tallinn, and beyond. The onus lies on Germany and France to win back trust. Macron’s speech in Bratislava in May 2023, in which he confessed to have previously “lost an opportunity to” Central and Eastern Europeans, was a good start. At the same time, all EU member states need to suppress national sovereignty reflexes and look beyond narrow industrial interests.
European policymakers have the levers to significantly strengthen European defense in times of war. Some of those levers need to be pulled now, others require more time. Policymakers should consider these five recommendations:

There is no peace dividend anymore. As agreed in Versailles last year, Europeans must – now and in the future – “resolutely invest more and better in defense capabilities and innovative technologies.” At the moment, they are still missing NATO's overall defense spending commitment as well as the EDA's targets on defense innovation and collaborative equipment spending. Even if Europeans were to realize the announced defense spending increases, they would still collectively fail to meet NATO's two percent goal by 2028 (not to mention the actual target date of 2024). There is currently a vivid discussion within the Alliance on redefining the two percent as a bottom rather than a ceiling. A further increase of NATO's spending pledge would put even greater pressure on European laggards. Making matters worse, several states have already backpedaled on their commitments. Special funds like the German Sondervermögen can be helpful cash injections (assuming they are actually dispensed), but regular defense budgets must be increased now to signal to adversaries, allies, and defense industries that Europeans are serious about their promises. As media attention on Ukraine will inevitably wane and inflation continues to bite, this will require steadfastness.

European policymakers should also use the current reform of the Stability and Growth Pact to stimulate defense spending and cooperation. In recent Conclusions on the topic, the Council endorsed a proposal by the Commission to classify defense as an EU strategic priority, investments in which would qualify for an extended period to reduce the accumulated debt. Member states should be bolder and exempt collaborative EU defense spending from the Stability and Growth Pact altogether. This could represent an incentive for joint procurement and development in addition to those detailed below.

In light of the lessons from Ukraine, Europeans also need to dedicate sufficient funds for innovation. The defense innovation gap between Europe and the rest of the world is widening, which not only undermines Europe’s relative military strength but also puts its interoperability with technologically advanced US forces at risk. Upgrading the data connectivity of European
armed forces and preparing them for the proliferation of drones and loitering munitions should be a priority.

2. Synergize NATO and EU Planning and Agree on Specialization

Spending better together will require identifying a limited number of cooperation priorities which have the potential to generate significant economies of scale, provide important European public goods, and enhance the EU’s role as a strategic enabler of NATO. In an ideal world, cooperation priorities would be agreed top-down, based on fully harmonized EU and NATO planning processes. NATO could take the lead in setting capability targets and answer the question of what should be done. The EU, in turn, could lead on the question of how to do what needs to be done and use its growing toolbox (CARD, EDF, PESCO, EDIRPA, EDIP) to incentivize cooperation. This ideal vision faces two obstacles. First, while NATO and the EU’s members and priorities overlap, they are not identical. The long-standing blockades between Greece and Cyprus on the one hand, and Turkey on the other continue to hamper formal cooperation and information-sharing. Second, defense planning remains a national prerogative, and both EU and NATO planning processes have suffered from a lack of compliance.

The growing overlap in membership should nonetheless lead members of both organizations to push for more synergies. Forthcoming EU and NATO documents represent an opportunity in this regard. The NATO Defense Production Action Plan, announced for July 2023, could provide industry with the necessary long-term demand signal it needs to ramp up production. The EU could then support the ramp up of European capacities with subsidies under ASAP and later EDIP. Furthermore, both planning processes should be more attuned to each other. NATO could complement national requirements with multinational ones to set a political incentive for collaboration. The EU’s Capability Development Plan, to be agreed upon in the fall 2023, should take relevant NATO priorities on board. The priorities in both documents should then be taken up by regional or functional defense avant-gardes. While this idea is far from new, NATO’s announced regional plans could provide an additional push for specialization. These defense avant-gardes will have to be led by Europe’s largest defense industrial players, but they should also include smaller, notably Central and Eastern countries with relevant capabilities.

Taking inspiration from the NDPP, EU members could also decide to reform the CARD process to allow for naming and shaming and more peer pressure.
This could be done by including comparative national data instead of aggregate numbers in CARD reports. Greater transparency could raise the pressure on EU member states to actually meet the more binding PESCO commitments – in particular collaborative and national spending targets – by 2025, as stated in the Strategic Compass. Finally, the EU and NATO should better coordinate their innovation initiatives (HEDI, EUDIS, and DIANA) rather than succumbing to bureaucratic beauty contests.

3. Use the Ammunition Initiative as a Model for Other Urgently Needed Equipment

While the jury is still out on its effectiveness, the Ammunition Initiative provides an innovative model to incentivize further arms donations to Ukraine, jointly and swiftly procure their replacements to fill capability gaps, and potentially support increasing production capacities. As the EPF can only contribute funding for assistance to third countries, the model only applies to equipment donated to Ukraine (and, theoretically, other third countries). The equipment thus needs to meet three criteria: 1) Ukraine requires more of the equipment in question; 2) EU member states want to replenish their stocks; and 3) production capacities in Europe are currently insufficient (though one could also just focus on the first two tracks).

The EU’s Defence Joint Procurement Task Force has identified seven areas of common and urgent procurement needs, ranging from medical equipment to air-defense missiles. NATO’s Defense Production Action Plan is also expected to identify short-term procurement targets. Assuming that Ukraine shares some of these procurement needs, these priorities should guide future initiatives. When jointly procuring ammunition or other goods for short term use in Ukraine, the priority should be speed of delivery, not whether orders exclusively benefit the European industry.

4. Significantly Increase EU Funds for Joint Procurement and Ramp-up of Production Capacities

Where the Ammunition Initiative could serve as a short-term model for Ukraine-related procurement, EDIP is meant to be the EU’s long-term instrument to incentivize joint procurement and subsidize European defense companies to increase their production capacities to meet this demand. Unlike EDIRPA, EDIP should almost exclusively benefit European companies to consolidate Europe’s defense industrial base. Indeed, increasing and sustaining European production capacities is a prerequisite for joint procurement. Another requirement for strengthening European
defense industries is to reduce critical dependencies. EDIP should model the ASAP regulation of the Ammunition Initiative. Therein, the Commission suggested drawing up a list of defense-relevant products, including raw materials and components, which are or could in the future be affected by disruptions to the single market. It proposes continuous monitoring, based on information from the industry, which would enable it to draw up emergency responses to current or future shortages.

The EU’s initiatives to incentivize joint procurement and ramp up production are already breaking erstwhile taboos. For these changes to be more than symbolic and make a structural difference to EU defense cooperation, the EU needs to muster additional funding. Policymakers can use three complementary channels to increase European defense instruments.

First, the regular EU budget could be used to fund EDIP. Its mid-term review, due later this year, could be an opportunity to redirect current funding streams. Yet, the current budget has little, if anything, left to spare. Like ASAP, EDIP could cannibalize other EU funds, such as the EDF or even EDIRPA, but these are likewise not all that flush with money. Hence, the most realistic option would be to significantly increase the budgetary provisions for defense – that is, for EDIP but also the EDF and the Military Mobility initiative – in the next cycle (2028–2034), negotiations for which will start soon enough. Policymakers must resist the pressure to cut the budgetary provisions for defense like they did in the last negotiations.

Second, policymakers can increase existing intergovernmental funds or create new ones to fund EDIP. The EPF, coming with the abovementioned limitations, is one such example. A more ambitious proposal would see the EU create something akin to its debt-financed Covid recovery fund to rearm Europe. In light of increasing interest rates, there is currently little appetite among many EU member states to take on more joint debt. But like other erstwhile red lines vis-a-vis the war, this one could be crossed in the medium term with sufficient political leadership.

Third, EU finance ministers could decide to loosen the European Investment Bank’s lending policy to support European defense industry, also to attract further private capital. This could help defense companies better access the necessary capital to ramp up production and serve as an incentive for green and circular economy approaches in the sector. At the moment, the Bank is restricted to funding dual-use goods only.

In the medium to long term, European leaders need to move toward a true single market for defense. This has at least three important dimensions.

The first is greater standardization. The EU and NATO have been pushing for standardization and interoperability for many decades, but the effects of their largely voluntary approaches have been limited. The lack of compliance mechanisms only leaves financial incentives and political pressure as levers. The EDF makes the co-funding of joint development projects dependent on the definition of common technical specifications. The impact on standardization will be limited for now as EU co-funding currently only applies to a small share of multinational defense projects, but this could change with a larger volume for the EDF in the EU’s next budget (see recommendation 4). For the bulk of funds, it will be up to the member states to push their industries toward greater harmonization by replicating or joining successful models, such as the German-Norwegian or Dutch-Belgian naval cooperations.

Second, addressing the excessive use of the national security exemption (Article 346 (1b) TFEU) will be key for establishing a level-playing field among European industrial players. Experts have suggested more transparent reporting on statistics for awarding contracts and stricter monitoring by the Commission, coupled with a more forward-leaning approach to infringement procedures. Another option would be narrowing the scope of the national defense exemption. According to Article 346 (1c) TFEU, the Council can decide unanimously, on a proposal from the Commission, to amend the list of arms, munitions, and war material to which paragraph 1(b) applies. The member states could agree on a gradual liberalization of Europe’s defense market for products that are not considered national key technologies. A more radical step would be to abolish the national defense exemption altogether. This could be done through a limited treaty change, as had been done with the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) during the sovereign debt crisis. Treaty revision is, however, a thorny affair and even changing two sentences, as was also the case for the ESM, can take several years.
A third important step toward a single market for defense would be to harmonize Europe’s patchwork of national arms export control regulations. Greater consistency would level the playing field for Europe’s defense industry, which is heavily export-dependent. Two general policy options are on the table. The first would be an EU regulation that holds members to the 2008 Common Position on arms exports. Although this option is inter alia supported by the German government, France has traditionally rejected it, fearing that it would lead to a highly restrictive regime. Limiting the scope to products developed jointly in an EU framework, as the Compass suggests, could make it politically more feasible. The 2021 EDF regulation already empowers the Commission to carry out ex-ante arms export assessments for products developed with its support. A new EU arms exports control regulation could establish an independent EU risk assessment body, which could draw up a blacklist of countries in light of the 2008 Common Position and ensure continuous monitoring.14

The second option consists of the broadening and institutionalization of intergovernmental agreements. The German government suggested strengthening and extending the tripartite agreement on arms exports with France and Spain, concluded in the context of FCAS, to other nations. The three parties agreed that they would not prevent each other from exporting jointly developed goods unless immediate interests or national security were affected. Both options should be pursued in parallel but Europeanization from the bottom up seems to be more feasible in the short term.

European Defense Sitters: Come Off De Fense Now

The transformation of European defense will not happen overnight, but it must start now. Some steps, notably those outlined in recommendations 1-3, should be taken in the short-term and before the end of the EU’s current legislature. Others, including substantial increases in EU funding for joint procurement and industrial ramp up and steps toward a single market for defense, might take more time. Discussions should, however, start now. The 2024 European Parliament elections provide an opportunity for an in-depth debate on the future of the EU, the needed reforms, and potential treaty changes. EU leaders and institutions should then start the new legislative term with a revision of the Strategic Compass to agree on an ambitious reform agenda for European defense, which should also be reflected in the EU’s next multi-annual financial framework.
Key Points

1. Europeans should raise and keep their spending pledges as well as related spending targets for cooperation and defense innovation.

2. EU and NATO members should push for more synergies between the respective planning processes and use the current momentum to induce greater specialization.

3. EU member states should replicate the model of the Ammunition Initiative for other urgently needed equipment.

4. EU member states should significantly enhance funds to incentivize joint procurement and support the ramp-up of production capacities.

5. EU member states should take ambitious steps toward a single market for defense and establish a level playing field among industrial players.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMRAAM</td>
<td>Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP</td>
<td>Act in Support of Ammunition Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENESAM</td>
<td>Belgisch-Nederlandse Samenwerking / Belgium-Netherlands Cooperation Accord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4ISR</td>
<td>Command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>Coordinated Annual Review on Defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIANA</td>
<td>Defence Innovation Accelerator for the North Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>US Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDA</td>
<td>European Defence Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDF</td>
<td>European Defence Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDIP</td>
<td>European Defence Investment Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDIRPA</td>
<td>European defence industry reinforcement through common procurement act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTIB</td>
<td>European defense technological and industrial base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTs</td>
<td>Emerging and Disruptive Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDF</td>
<td>European Defence Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU DIS</td>
<td>EU Defence Innovation Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCAS</td>
<td>Future Combat Air System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEDI</td>
<td>Hub for EU Defence Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIMARS</td>
<td>High Mobility Artillery Rocket System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIS²</td>
<td>InfraRed Imaging System Tail/Thrust Vector-Controlled Surface Launched Medium Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIS-T SLM</td>
<td>InfraRed Imaging System Tail/Thrust Vector-Controlled Surface Launching Medium Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISR</td>
<td>Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>Low-Earth orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALE RPAS</td>
<td>Medium Altitude Long Endurance Remotely Piloted Aircraft System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGCS</td>
<td>Main Ground Combat System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDPP</td>
<td>NATO Defense Planning Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSPA</td>
<td>NATO Support and Procurement Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCAR</td>
<td>Organisation Conjointe de Coopération en matière d’Armement / Organisation for Joint Armament Co-operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PESCO</td>
<td>Permanent Structured Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;T</td>
<td>Research &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEEU</td>
<td>Treaty on European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFEU</td>
<td>Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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